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Purpose

Determine the correct path to reach the goal of $2.3 
million for the renovation of the historic Langston High 
School campus of which $1.8 million has been 
allocated by the City of Johnson City and for which 
$500,000 is needed through a traditional fundraising 
campaign to be conducted by Langston Education 
and Arts Development, Inc. (LEAD).



Process

|Prospects identified

|Questionnaire developed

|Participants selected

|Responses collected and analyzed



Approximately 130 initial prospects 
identified



|Each major generation segment of the population
| Silent Generation

| Baby Boomers

| GenX

| Millennials

| 50% male; 50% female

|One-third of a minority race



| The vast majority of respondents were local to 
Johnson City and the Tri-Cities region. 
| However, several individuals from outside the area with 

ties to the region were included among respondents.



|Participants selected in pairs of the following 
characteristics:
| Known philanthropists of significant capacity

| Private foundation executives

| Executive directors of nonprofit organizations

| Fundraising professionals

| Elected officials (not on the Johnson City Commission)



| Past and present political candidates (not related to the 
Johnson City Commission)

| Corporate executives

| Small business owners

| Commercial real estate professionals

| Property developers

| Professionals engaged in regional economic 
development efforts



| Face-to-face interviews

|Phone interviews

|Responsive online survey



|Standardized set of 16 questions

|Responsive, skip-logic online survey tool used to 
replicate personal interview flow



|Preliminary prospect list was extensive and 
impressive 

| LEAD has the network capacity necessary to 
launch a successful campaign 

| The response rate was indicative of the likelihood 
of success



| LEAD is not well-known in the community. 
| Significant marketing efforts are needed to raise 

awareness of both the organization and the project. 

| LEAD is considered a valuable asset to the community.

| Its leadership is well-respected.

|Community members overwhelmingly see the 
completed project as an asset to the community 
and the downtown area.



|Public/private partnerships are extremely 
important to the community and must be handled 
with care.

| In addition to a comprehensive marketing plan, 
grant funding will be important to the project’s 
success.



| Racial tensions, nationally, are not expected to have a 
significant local impact. 
| Positioning the overall project as a multicultural endeavor and 

marketing its potential impact to employers’ diversity efforts is 
highly important.

| The local market is saturated with competition for 
capital campaign dollars. 
| Differentiate the Langston project from competing projects. 

| Focus differentiation on programming that will result from the 
success of the project and its impacts.



| The public/private partnership aspect of the project 
must be formalized in an agreement between the City 
of Johnson City and LEAD.
| It must be clearly articulated to the broader community in a 

transparent way that includes accountability.

| The campaign must have a comprehensive marketing 
strategy that raises awareness of LEAD, the goals and 
impacts of the project beyond the construction 
aspect, the public/private partnership, and the 
benefits to all regional stakeholders.



| The goals and impacts of the project must be:
| Differentiated from other competing efforts in the region

| Clearly linked to programmatic impacts especially 
employers’ diversity efforts and economic development.

|Grants should be sought to augment the capacity 
of the local philanthropic community.



It is our professional opinion, based on the findings 
of this feasibility study, that if these steps are taken, 
the fiscal goal of a $2.3 million capital campaign for 
the renovation and preservation of the historic 
Langston High School campus, of which $1.8 million 
has been committed by the City of Johnson City, is 
an ambitious, yet attainable goal.



Want to learn more?

|Website: https://kfanonprofit.com/pages/lead-
feasibility-study
| Download this presentation

| Download the full outcome report

https://kfanonprofit.com/pages/lead-feasibility-study

